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Abstract 

 

Nanostructured quantum well and quantum dot solar cells are being widely 

investigated as a means of extending infrared absorption and enhancing III-V 

photovoltaic device performance.  In the near term, nanostructured solar cell 

device concepts can potentially be leveraged to improve the performance of 

multi-junction III-V solar cells for defense and commercial applications.  In 

the long term, nanostructured solar cells provide a pathway to implement 

advanced photovoltaic device designs which can capture energy typically lost 

in traditional solar cells.  

 

Introduction 
 

Photovoltaic (PV) devices can provide a mobile source of electrical power for a wide 

variety of applications in both space and terrestrial environments.  Many of these 

mobile and portable power applications can directly benefit from the development of 

higher efficiency solar cells.  Efficient photovoltaic energy harvesting requires device 

structures capable of absorbing a wide spectrum of incident radiation and extracting 
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the photogenerated carriers at high voltages.  Nanostructured quantum well and 

quantum dot absorbers provide a means to extend infrared absorption and enhance III-

V photovoltaic device performance. In this paper, we review the status of III-V 

quantum well and quantum dot solar cell development and the prospects for achieving 

ultra-high efficiency PV devices.   

 

Pathway for Enhanced III-V Multi-Junction Performance  
 

By stacking multiple p-n junctions of different III-V semiconductor materials into one 

two-terminal device, multi-junction solar cells have achieved record-high efficiency at 

converting solar power into electrical power.  Under air mass zero (AM0) spectral 

conditions found in space, InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs inverted metamorphic (IMM) cells 

have been demonstrated with efficiencies well in excess of 30% [1-2].    

 

Figure 1 compares the simulated current-voltage characteristics of three individual 

subcells to that of a combined, series-connected IMM multi-junction device.  While 

the current output of the series-connected multi-junction device is limited by the 

subcell generating the least amount of current, the voltage output is nearly additive.  

As a result, AM0 efficiencies of greater than 30% can be readily achieved. 

 

To further improve multi-junction performance, several groups have explored adding 

nanostructured regions to one or more of the subcells [3-5].  By boosting current 

collection in the middle subcell, such an approach can result in better current 

matching, enabling multi-junction devices with a higher current density.  In some of 

the best III-V nanostructured solar cells reported to date, both the short circuit current 

density and overall efficiency exceeds that of GaAs reference devices without the 

nanostructured absorbers [6-7].   

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Simulated AM0 illuminated current-voltage characteristics of conventional 

III-V solar cells, both as individual single-junction devices and as a series-connected, 

three-junction inverted metamorphic (3J-IMM) device.  The potential impact of 

incorporating nanostructured absorber designs is also highlighted.   
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Nanostructured absorbers have also been associated with improved radiation 

resistance [8].  Alternatively, as will be discussed later in more detail, nanostructured 

absorbers can also be employed as part of a more general band gap engineering 

approach to improve the voltage and fill factor performance of the individual subcells, 

and ultimately of the multi-junction device.  The arrows in Figure 1 illustrate the 

potential impact nanostructured absorbers can have on the illuminated current-voltage 

characteristics of an IMM device.      

  

 Limitations of III-V Multi-Junction Architecture  
 

III-V IMM multi-junction devices have achieved even higher efficiencies under an air 

mass spectrum (AM1.5) typically used to characterize terrestrial performance –  

efficiencies that can exceed 35% at 1-sun and 40% under concentration [9-10].  

However, changes in the solar spectrum can dramatically degrade the performance of 

multi-junction devices – changes that occur naturally throughout the day, from season 

to season, and from location to location as sunlight passes through the earth’s 

atmosphere.  As illustrated in Figure 2, the efficiency of a multi-junction device will 

decrease by more than a factor of two under higher air mass spectra.    

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Projected un-concentrated efficiency versus air mass spectrum for several 

different types of solar cell structures, including a high-performance IMM triple-

junction III-V structure, a single-junction CIGS cell, and a single-junction GaAs solar 

cell. Also shown is the theoretical performance of a thin GaAs-based device 

incorporating up-converting and light-trapping structures to harness a notable fraction 

of the available low energy photons.  The calculations assume a Bird-Riordan model 

of the air mass spectrums and realistic spectral response and dark diode 

characteristics, as detailed in reference [13].  
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The reduction in efficiency is due to a decrease in the current output of the series-

connected multi-junction device, which is limited by the subcell generating the least 

amount of photocurrent.  Series-connected multi-junction cells can also degrade more 

rapidly than single-junction III-V cells upon irradiation, particularly as the current 

output of the limiting subcell fails.  Moreover, multi-junction III-V cells require thick, 

complex epitaxial layers and are therefore inherently expensive to manufacture.       

 

Thus the inconsistent performance under changing environmental conditions and high 

manufacturing costs of multi-junction III-V cells severely hampers the application of 

this established high-efficiency technology. 

 

Thin-film single-junction III-V cells can potentially address the performance and cost 

limitations of multi-junction devices. By avoiding current-matching constraints, 

single-junction structures can offer a more robust performance than multi-junction 

devices. The efficiency of established single-junction CIGS and GaAs cell 

technologies is more stable to changes in the incident spectrum, and can actually 

outperform III-V multi-junction structures under higher air mass spectrums, as 

depicted in Figure 2. 

   

Moreover, the efficiency of single-junction III-V cells can be dramatically increased 

by employing additional structures that leverage optical up-conversion and/or hot 

carrier effects.  Theoretically, both up-conversion and hot carrier mechanisms have 

been projected to increase the limiting one-sun efficiency of single-junction 

photovoltaic devices to over 50% [11-12]. By combining thin III-V absorber 

structures with advanced light-trapping structures, nano-enhanced III-V single-

junction devices can potentially deliver high-efficiency performance in a flexible 

format at a fraction of the cost of multi-junction structures.  As illustrated in Figure 2, 

unconcentrated efficiencies of more than 40% over a wide range of spectrums are 

projected for an optically-thin GaAs-based device that can harness 85% of the 

infrared photons falling within 500 meV of the GaAs band edge [13]. 

 

III-V Nanostructured Intermediate Band Solar Cells 
 

In many research studies reported in the literature, III-V nanostructured absorbers are 

employed to generate an intermediate band which can potentially increase 

photovoltaic efficiency by up-converting sub-band gap photons [14].  By forming an 

intermediate band in a single-junction photovoltaic cell, the energy conversion 

efficiency of the cell can potentially be dramatically enhanced. An enhancement in 

efficiency is projected when infrared light absorption is increased via optical up-

conversion to minimize optical transmission losses.  This type of internally up-

converting photovoltaic device is known as an intermediate band solar cell (IBSC).   

 

Figure 3 (a) shows the band diagram of a photovoltaic cell with an intermediate band.  

This configuration enables the absorption of two additional sub-bandgap photons in 

addition to one-above bandgap photon.  With proper design, the limiting open circuit  
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(a)                                                    (b) 

 

Figure 3: Schematic depictions comparing a two-step sequential up-conversion 

process via an intermediate band to conventional band-to-band absorption in (a) an 

idealized setting and (b) as part of a multi-layered nanostructured absorber.  See 

reference [16] for details.  
 

 

voltage should not be affected by the insertion of the intermediate band.  Instead, the 

open circuit voltage will be equal to the separation between valance and conduction 

band quasi Fermi levels of the wider bandgap host material, independent of the 

intermediate band material.  An ideal IBSC thus increases current output without 

degrading voltage, e.g. the IB is electrically isolated and does not emit photons.  

Based on detailed balance IBSC theory, a maximum efficiency is possible when the 

host material bandgap is 1.95 eV with an intermediate band located 0.71 eV above the 

valence band [12, 14].  

  

For an IBSC to work properly, the nanostructured material system being used must 

satisfy certain conditions in terms of bandgaps and band alignments [15].  Many 

attempts have been made to realize IBSCs based upon quantum dot and quantum well 

nanostructures. Frequently, nanostructured systems combining InAs, InGaAs, and 

GaSb narrow band gap material with GaAs as a host material have been studied.  

Figure 3 (b) depicts both conventional and intermediate band absorption processes in 

a GaAs-based multi-layered nanostructured absorber.  Both quantum dot and quantum 

well GaAs-based IBSC devices have successfully demonstrated sequential up-

conversion, but are at least partially emitting, thus degrading their voltage 

performance [16].   

 

Ongoing efforts in the field of nanostructured IBSCs are focused on better 

understanding the limitations on voltage output, maximizing current generation, and 

developing exotic material combinations with more ideal band alignments for IBSC 

devices [17-20].  For example, Figure 4 (a) shows the schematic of an InAs quantum 

dot (QD) device employing a GaAs, GaAsSb, and AlAsSb cladding layer scheme.  

This III-V material system has near ideal bandgaps for IBSCs, and furthermore, 
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InAs(Sb)/AlAsSb QDs exhibit a type II band alignment. This offers strong electron 

confinement, while the valence band offset at the InAs(Sb)/AlAsSb interface is small 

(zero for certain As and Sb compositions).  

 

Figure 4 (b) shows the atomic force microscope image of InAs/AlAsSb QDs with 5 

ML of GaAs below the QDs. These QDs have an areal density 2×1010 cm−2 and are 

4.1 nm tall and 33 nm in diameter.  The average size of these QDs can be easily 

controlled, and hence the energies of the quantum confined states, simply by changing 

the InAs coverage. Power-dependent photoluminescence measurements on these QD 

samples confirm a type II band alignment [20].  In samples containing 

GaAs/InAs/GaAsSb QDs, carrier lifetimes as long as 7 ns are measured. This is 

greater than the lifetimes measured in typical type I QD systems. These longer 

lifetimes are especially beneficial for efficient carrier extraction, leading to higher 

IBSC efficiency.   

 

To understand the performance and operation of InAs/AlAsSb QD PV cells, an 

AlAsSb p-i-n solar cell device has been fabricated with 10 layers of InAs QDs buried 

within cladding layers similar to the schematic in Figure 4 (a).  EQE data from an 

AlAsSb control cell without dots or cladding layers and another cell with cladding 

layers only is presented for comparison in Figure 5. The EQE spectra show an 

extended wavelength response in cases where there are cladding layers and QDs. To 

date, this is one of the longest wavelength responses reported in any QD PV device 

[20].  The QD cell shows an extremely broad-band photoresponse up to 1800 nm,  

 

 

 

 
 

(a)                                                                                 (b) 

 

Figure 4 (a): Schematic of an InAs QD structure with GaAs and GaAs0.95Sb0.05 

cladding layers, as well as thin AlAsSb spacers, and (b) atomic force microscopy 

image of InAs QDs on AlAs0.56Sb0.44 with a five-monolayer-thick GaAs cladding 

layer placed beneath the QDs [19].  

 

 

          (a)        (b) 

 

Figure 21: a) Schematic of an InAs QD structure with GaAs and GaAs0.95Sb0.05 cladding layers, as well as thin 

AlAsSb spacers, and b) atomic force microscopy image of InAs QDs on AlAs0.56Sb0.44 with a five-monolayer-

thick GaAs cladding layer placed beneath the QDs. The QD density is 2×1010cm−2, and they are 4.1 nm tall and 

33 nm in diameter [42]. 
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Figure 5 External quantum efficiency measured from an InAs/AlAsSb QD PV cell 

with GaAs and GaAsSb cladding layers, compared to measurements from a control 

cell and a cell incorporating only the cladding layers (no QDs) [20]. 

 

 

consistent with the PL measured from respective devices. Though these results are 

encouraging, further device optimization will be required to achieve a high efficiency 

IBSC performance, perhaps including the use of high solar concentrations.    

 

III-V Nanostructured Hot Carrier Solar Cells 
 

In parallel to the ongoing work on III-V nanostructured IBSC devices, III-V quantum 

well structures have also been explored as a means to enhance hot carrier extraction 

and increase photovoltaic efficiency by boosting the limiting voltage output [21-22].  

Hot carrier solar cells (HCSCs) seek to harness above-bandgap photon energy 

typically lost as heat by extracting hot photo-generated carriers before they thermalize 

down to the absorber band gap – see Figure 6 (a).   

 

Ideally a HCSC would employ a highly selective energy contact, increasing the 

device voltage while maintaining the current output.  However, theoretical work by 

Le Bris and Guillemoles suggests that performance benefits can still be obtained when 

employing a semi-selective contact [23].  Figure 6 (b) depicts the photon-induced 

generation of a hot carrier population within a potential barrier formed when a narrow 

energy-gap well is embedded within a higher-energy gap matrix.  If the hot carriers 

can be extracted from the well before thermalizing, a photovoltaic power conversion 

efficiency of 50% could be obtained. Recent approaches to maintaining the hot carrier  
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Figure 23: External quantum efficiency measured from an InAs/AlAsSb QD PV cell with GaAs and 

GaAsSb cladding layers, compared to measurements from a control cell and a cell incorporating only the 

cladding layers (no QDs). The QD cell shows a response up to 1800 nm, consistent with the PL 

measurements.  
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                             (a)                                                                     (b) 

Figure 6: Schematic depiction of (a) conventional thermalization losses and thermal 

escape processes, and (b) generation and extraction of hot carriers from a potential 

well.  

 

population necessary for demonstrating HCSC performance have included exploring 

high concentration operation and employing type-II heterostructures to inhibit 

radiative recombination [24-25].  Engineering the compositional profile of the wells 

has also been reported to suppress radiative recombination [20], as will be detailed 

later, and may indicate enhanced hot carrier extraction.    

 

High-Voltage III-V Quantum Well Solar Cells 
 

Nanostructured materials are enabling new device concepts that can radically enhance 

the operation of traditional semiconductor structures.  Nanostructured solar cell 

structures in particular seek to harness a wide spectrum of photons at higher voltages 

by embedding low energy-gap wells or dots within a high energy-gap matrix.  While 

previous work in the area of quantum well and quantum dot solar cells has frequently 

resulted in subpar voltage performance, Magnolia has developed a unique extended 

emitter heterojunction device structure based upon the quantum solar cell concept to 

achieve high-voltage operation by reducing the dark diode current [26].    

 

Figure 7 depicts an example of Magnolia’s general band-gap engineering approach 

for demonstrating high-voltage quantum well photovoltaic devices.  In this example, 

the baseline material structure consists of an N-on-P structure utilizing an AlInP 

window layer and an extended wide band gap InGaP/AlGaAs emitter structure.  

AlGaAs alloys are also used for the back surface field (BSF) and transparent back 

contact layers.  Employing an extended type II InGaP emitter / AlGaAs barrier 

heterostructure provides a means of reducing both non-radiative n=1 diffusion and 

n=2 space charge recombination components of the diode dark current. The use of  
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Figure 7: Simplified band structure of an n-type emitter / p-type base multiple 

InGaAs quantum well solar cell structure employing an extended wide band gap 

emitter in order to minimize non-radiative dark current mechanisms.  
 

 

wide band gap material can minimize the dark current and hence increase the 

operating voltage of a photovoltaic device, increasing the average energy-gap of the 

absorber can also reduce its current generating capabilities. 

 

To compensate for the loss in absorption due to the wide band gap material, an 

InGaAs / GaAs quantum well structure is inserted into the junction depletion region 

of the p-type AlGaAs base layer to extend the absorption profile further into the 

infrared.  By judiciously combining wide and narrow energy-gap material, this 

general band-gap engineering approach can potentially improve voltage and fill-factor 

performance without sacrificing the current output.   
  

High-voltage InGaAs quantum well devices with one-sun open circuit voltages 

greater than 1 V have been demonstrated by utilizing structures that employ advanced 

band gap engineering to suppress non-radiative recombination and expose the limiting 

radiative component of the diode current.  Figure 8 compares the current-voltage 

characteristics from a high-voltage single-junction GaAs-based device employing an 

extended heterostructure with InGaAs wells to a conventional device structure.  The 

combined InGaAs quantum well / extended wide band-gap emitter structure has 

nearly the same current output as the standard structure (Jsc ~ 16 mA/cm2), but a 

higher open-circuit voltage (Voc ~ 1.05 V) and fill factor (FF ~ 84.5%) [26].   

 

The underlying dark diode characteristics of these devices have been assessed by 

measuring the light I-V characteristics under variable illumination intensities and 

fitting the resulting Jsc-Voc data with a simple two-diode model [26-27].  The  
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Figure 8: One-sun light I-V curves from a high-voltage single-junction GaAs-based 

device employing an extended heterostructure with InGaAs quantum wells compared 

to a conventional device structure.  A comparison of the dark diode characteristics is 

also shown inset.  Data taken from small area (0.25 cm2) uncoated test cells [26].     

 

 

combined InGaAs quantum well / extended wide band-gap emitter structure has both 

a lower and more ideal dark diode current, consistent with the observed increase in 

Voc and FF. 

   

In the near term, a general band-gap engineering approach combining both narrow 

and wide band gap material can be employed to improve multi-junction performance 

by lowering the dark diode current in each of the individual subcells of a multi-

junction structure.  Such an approach could also be coupled with advanced light 

trapping structures to realize lower-cost, high-performance single-junction devices 

capable of maintaining their performance over a wider range of operating conditions.  

Longer term, these high-voltage GaAs-based nanostructured devices could be further 

optimized to harness hot carrier and intermediate band up-conversion processes to 

achieve ultra-high efficiency performance, as will be further discussed in the next 

section.   
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Inhibition of Radiative Recombination in Step-Graded Wells 
 

Several reports in the literature over the past decade indicate that it may be possible to 

inhibit radiative recombination in III-V nanostructured absorbers by manipulating the 

compositional profile of the individual quantum wells [28-32]. In particular, 

observations of reduced photoluminescence emission intensity have been reported in 

step-graded wells relative to conventional square wells [28,32]. However, for a 

photovoltaic device to benefit from a reduction in radiative recombination, non-

radiative recombination must be sufficiently suppressed.  By inserting both square and 

step-graded wells into high-voltage structures similar to those described in the 

previous section, reductions in the diode dark current have also recently been 

observed [20].  

 

Figure 9 compares the photoluminescence (PL) emissions from two sets of single-

well high-voltage photovoltaic devices.  Figure 9 (a) overlays the normalized PL 

spectrum from a set of square well InGaAs quantum well solar cells with varying well 

thickness in which the indium composition in the well has been adjusted to maintain a 

peak PL emission of 1.32 eV.  Figure 9 (b) compares the PL spectrum from two 

similar step-graded well devices with different well thickness in which the indium 

composition in the well has again been adjusted to maintain a peak PL emission of 

1.32 eV.    

 

The normalized PL intensity from the square InGaAs wells clearly decreases as the 

well thickness decreases from 30 nm to 15 nm, but is only marginally lower for the 

structure with the thinnest well (2.5 nm), consistent with a transition from a three-

dimensional (3D) to a two-dimensional (2D) density of states [20].  The normalized 

PL intensity from the step-graded InGaAs wells also shows a thickness dependence, 

and is lower in overall intensity than the square wells of comparable total thickness.  

 

As seen in Figure 10, the n=1 reverse saturation current density (Jo1) extracted from 

two-diode fits of the measured dark diode current from these same sets of high-

voltage quantum well solar cells shows the same thickness dependence as the PL 

spectrums in Figure 9.  For thicker square-well samples, the variation in Jo1 with well 

thickness is well fit by a 3D representation of the radiative current density [20].  On 

the other hand, for thinner square-well samples, the variation in Jo1 with well 

thickness is well fit by a 2D representation of the radiative current density.  

Meanwhile, the variation in Jo1 with well thickness of the step-graded wells follows a 

3D dependence that is significantly lower than the comparable square-well structures. 

The apparent radiative recombination coefficient of the step-graded structures is over 

3x lower than the square structures with a comparable effective well energy of 1.32 

eV.   

 

There are several possible mechanisms by which a step-graded well profile or other 

device designs may reduce the effective radiative recombination coefficient of 

emissions from the well region, and thus enhance the limiting operating voltage of 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 

 

Figure 9: Normalized photoluminescence spectra from two different sets of as-grown 

QWSC structures employing (a) single square InGaAs wells and (b) single step-

graded InGaAs wells.  The PL emissions were generated with excitation from a 785 

nm laser source; the PL intensity measured on each sample has been normalized to the 

peak GaAs base layer emissions near 1.42 eV. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Reverse saturation current density of the n=1 component of the diode 

current as derived from the measured dark diode current in square (square shapes) and 

step-graded (circles) InGaAs well structures. All the structures have a peak PL 

emission from the well near 1.32 eV.  Also shown is the expected variation in the 

radiative dark current in both the three-dimensional (3D) and two-dimensional (2D) 

regimes. 
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Figure 11: Illustration of field- and photon-assisted spatial separation of hot carriers 

into wider energy-gap material in a compositionally step-graded well. 

 

 

photovoltaic devices.  Some of the earliest work on step-graded well solar cell 

structures focused on faster thermal escape processes that could allow photogenerated 

carriers to readily hop out of the well [29-31].  Shifts in the absorption profile or a 

restriction in the angular emissions could also lead to a reduction in radiative 

emissions. However, previous analysis suggests these mechanisms are not likely 

playing a significant role [20].  Instead, more recent investigations suggest that 

enhanced extraction of hot carriers from the well region could provide a better 

explanation for the inhibited radiative recombination observed in the step-graded 

structures, as illustrated in Figure 11.   

 

In particular, Figure 11 illustrates both photon- and field-assisted spatial separation of 

hot carriers into wider energy-gap material in a compositionally step-grade well.  In 

brief, if photogenerated carriers can be pushed into the wider energy-gap material 

faster than they can thermalize, aided by the pull of a built-in electrical field and/or 

the sequential absorption of an infrared photon, the “hot energy” of photons absorbed 

in the well can be effectively harnessed to suppress radiative recombination and 

increase photovoltaic conversion efficiency.  Recent theoretical work suggests that a 

new type of device, an intermediate-band-assisted hot-carrier solar cell, could solve 

serious issues associated with both IBSCs and HCSCs [33].  A step-graded well 

structure could represent a practical realization of this theoretical hot-carrier device, 

and could be a focus on subsequent development work in the area of nanostructured 

III-V solar cells. 
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Conclusions 
 

Nanostructured quantum well and quantum dot solar cells are being widely 

investigated as a means of extending infrared absorption and enhancing III-V 

photovoltaic device performance.  In some of the best III-V nanostructured solar cells 

reported to date, both the short circuit current density and overall efficiency exceeds 

that of GaAs reference devices without the nanostructured absorbers.  In the near 

term, such nanostructured solar cell device concepts can potentially be leveraged to 

improve the performance of multi-junction III-V solar cells routinely employed for 

space power applications.   

 

In the long term, nanostructured solar cells provide a pathway to implement advanced 

photovoltaic device designs which can capture energy typically lost in traditional 

devices.  In particular, a compositional step-grade design has been experimentally 

observed to enhance the performance of high-voltage InGaAs quantum well solar 

cells by reducing the overall diode dark current, and may provide a pathway for 

harnessing both intermediate-band absorption and hot carrier extraction processes.    
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